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PORTFOLIO
A place where I display my creations. A safe haven  for my 
designs and artistic expression. Feel free to see my world.

I enjoy creating illustrations and designs based on fantasy and I enjoy creating illustrations and designs based on fantasy and 
other interesting concepts but I’m also passionate with doing 
designs with purpose, to convey and communicate important 
ideas. I mostly focus on illustrations and graphic design works 
but I also enjoy taking photos of  people and places, I aspire 
to capture the beauties of life has to offer. Animation is an 
interesting field and I would like to further explore my 
animation skills. Voice acting is a recently discovered skill  and I animation skills. Voice acting is a recently discovered skill  and I 
would love to further develop it along with my other skills.



ILLUSTRATIONS
“A place where I display my creations. A safe 
haven  for my designs and artistic expression. 
Feel free to see my world”



Portrait of a lady

Sunset twins

Fanart of Katsuki Bakugou from MHA

ILLUSTRATION WORKS

I love creating surrealistic and fantasy illustrations a lot!  but I’m perfectly 
fine with exploring other interesting concepts and ideas. I do both fanarts 
and original characters. 



goldfish inside a fan

Transition to death

ILLUSTRATION WORKS



ILLUSTRATION WORKS

Filipino miner

Filipino botanist Commission for Stealth Raven Blade

Katara fanart



Commission for Moreux

Original character “Ellen”

ILLUSTRATION WORKS

Commission for Apolloween

Elbikon 2019 Mascots, left character 
belongs to Nathalie Noriega, while 
the other one is an original
character “Crimson”.



Worked as  a freelance illustrator at Rocketsheep studios.  One of the assistant illustrators for the
“Hygenix advertisement project”. An advertisement aired on TV & online.

Worked as  a freelance illustrator at Rocketsheep studios.  One of the colored boards (story board) and
 offline assets illustrator for the“Potchi ”. A 2d animated show focused on advertising columbia’s products.

ILLUSTRATION WORKS



ILLUSTRATION WORKS

Illustrations for the animated series story “Popoy”, an original story made for 
the Kwentong Anino Thesis project. The story follows a young boy who wants 
to become a hero like his parents. Follow more of his adventure at:
http://www.kwentonganino.com/iteration4/



GRAPHIC DESIGN
“A place where I display my creations. A safe 
haven  for my designs and artistic creationt. 
Feel free to see my world”



Poster for Superstitious beliefs project “Art Muse” logo

Vector fanart of BTS Jeon Jungkook

Logo for “Tabi tabi po” 
superstitious  beliefs project

GRAPHIC DESIGN WORKS



“Bad luck” poster  version 2Vector fanart of BTS Jeon Jungkook

“Tabi tabi po”  brochure cover

GRAPHIC DESIGN WORKS



“Unbeliebubble” bubble gum packaging and branding

GRAPHIC DESIGN WORKS



Phatchick restaurant poster template designs

Phatchick restaurant New logo

GRAPHIC DESIGN WORKS



BCS OLYMPIC Team logos & poster

BCS social events committee logo

GRAPHIC DESIGN WORKS

BCS Tech talk “Mail chimp” design

BCS Tech talk “social media poster” design



PHOTOGRAPHY
“A place where I display my creations. A safe 
haven  for my designs and artistic creations. 
Feel free to see my world”



Dreamy lights

PHOTOGRAPHY



Above the haze

Light in your hands Into the blue

PHOTOGRAPHY



Above the haze

Red head Muse

PHOTOGRAPHY



Red Head Muse 2

PHOTOGRAPHY



Food photography of some of the dishes from the  Phatchick restaurant menu. All the dishes are 
deliciously Filipino inspired! Phatchick is located at Alabang Festival mall, feel free to try their food! worth 
it! 

PHOTOGRAPHY



ANIMATION
“A place where I display my creations. A safe 
haven  for my designs and artistic creationst. 
Feel free to see my world”



An animaton titled “Missing you”. Watch the full video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FL88E5Bkq8

ANIMATION



VOICE ACTING
“A place where I display my creations. A safe 
haven  for my designs and artistic creations. 
Feel free to see my world”



VOICE ACTING  DEMOREEL, Listen here:
https://soundcloud.com/akareikou-jeon/akareikou-demoreel

Character Voice acting for  the thesis project “Kwentong Anino”. Characters dubbed are the 
folowing: Popoy, Bullies, Bullied kid, Dad, Teacher
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLIxXZnSTXQ

VOICE ACTING



APPLICATIONS
“A place where I display my creations. A safe 
haven  for my designs and artistic expression. 
Feel free to see my world”



Website for thesis “Kwentong Anino”. Kwentong Anino won as the “Best Thesis” for the 
2019 Best Multimedia arts Capstone competition held at De La Salle College of Saint 
Benilde for the top thesis students of the batch.

http://www.kwentonganino.com/iteration4

APPLICATIONS



Website for thesis “Kwentong Anino”. Kwentong Anino won as the “Best Thesis” for the 
2019 Best Multimedia arts Capstone competition held at De La Salle College of Saint 
Benilde for the top thesis students of the batch.

http://www.kwentonganino.com/iteration4

APPLICATIONS
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